
 
SURF CLINIC IN FUERTEVENTURA - Special surf coaching week  
 
Date : September / October 2020 * 
Lieu : Corralejo, Fuerteventura 
Maximum of 8 participants, Minimum 3 participants. 
Other dates on demand for a group of minimum 3 persons 
 
When the surf course is generally for beginners, that kind of coaching allows 
intermediate/advanced surfers to get confidence and technique. The program includes surf 
pictures coaching, surf guiding sessions, dry coaching such as mental training, apena, 
rescue technique, yoga,etc. 
 
 
Description of your holidays : 
 
We offer you an exceptional week of surf coaching on the spots of the north shore of 
Fuerteventura in the Canary Islands, with training, analysis photos and videos, surf guiding 
and accommodation in surf house. You enjoy 5 water coaching sessions, as well as 5 skate 
board carver sessions under the watchful eye of Alex, your level 2 ISA instructor. After 
evaluating your level and technique, each session allows you to progress. The image support 
allows you to debrief the sessions. Alex, who is also a sea lifeguard, offers his best riding pro 
techniques: mental training, wipe out technique, apnea, rescue technique, not to mention a 
yoga session to loosen your muscles and gain flexibility. He also shares his breathing skills 
for an immersion in an icy basin! You can try Surfganic Surfboards, built with environmentally 
friendly components. Your surf house accommodation is ideally located in Corralejo, one 
block from the bay and 2 blocks from the first shops. Fuerteventura will charm you with its 
captivating landscapes and its heavenly beaches just 4 hours flight from Europe! 
 
 
Surfganic surfboards 
 
It is offered that you try some boards of Surfganic during the coaching week. 
SURFGANIC produces Eco-Surfboards made with basalt fibre, or cork basalt fibre. The 
German surf brand also offers Eco pads & Eco Surf leashes and some other environmentally 
friendly products! Be one with the nature and Go Green! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Your accommodation in surf house 
 
The surf house is in Corralejo, 2 steps away from the surf spot Rocky Point.  The shopping 
center ‘Campanario is near by with everything you might need : cafés, supermarket, shops 
and restaurant ! The house is for surfers willing to meet other people, and to share facilities 
of the house ! It is a big and magnificent villa with 2 bedrooms of bunk beds, 3 bungalows & 
3 suite rooms, accommodating 23 guests in total. Everything is in place for you to enjoy a 
great stay, such as a spacious kitchen to cook and a large garden for tanning and having 
BBQs! Free WIFI.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The surf on the north shore of Fuerteventura 
 
We take advantage in March of swell that arrives from the Atlantic and for coaching, we will 
surf as much as possible the reef spots open to surf schools like rocky point, caleta, el burro, 
flag beach reef, majanicho ... left-handed, straight, beautiful waves! For free surfing, our 
range of spots is expanding and may even have the opportunity to go surfing the mythical 
wave of Los Lobos together or even your instructor's favorite spots! Remember to take a 
minimum shorty, if not a 3/2mm, slippers. If you do not travel with your equipment, there are 
good boards to rent in Corralejo and this allows you to change depending on the conditions. 
 

 
 
 
 
 



**************THE PROGRAM ************** 
 
DAY 1 
Check in at the surf house 
 
We welcome you with a BBQ for the whole group ! It is time to get to know each others and 
to talk with your coach Alex about your previous surf experiences and your goals for the 
week. You make sure your surf gear is ready for Sunday and you have time off to explore 
Corralejo ! 
 

 
 
 
DAY 2  
You enjoy breakfast in the morning in the house and the coaching starts ! 
 
You start the coaching with carver skateboard training. Carver skateboarding is a valuable 
tool to improve your balance and your posture on the surfboard. Intermediates/advanced can 
learn and improve different techniques like the ‘speed technique’ (to pass a breaking section) 
and ‘bottom-to-top-turn combinations’ (with compression and decompression of the body 
while simulation turns on the carver).  
The instructor evaluates your level. He corrects any bad habits and analyses your technique. 
You enjoy innovative exercises to develop your abilities and reinforce your weak areas with 
better technique. Alex trains you on surf rescue techniques, and then you enjoy a yummy 
lunch box to get power back, because during the day, there is a second surf session “free 
surf”.  
Your evening is free. Maybe you wanna watch a movie with the group ? 
 

 
 
 
DAY 3 – 4 
You wake up to a tasty breakfast, and let’s go surfing ! 
 
The coach teaches new manoeuvres and he helps you to go to the next level. Your surf is 
more radical, dynamic and spectacular! You get trained on mental training, wipe out & apnea 
techniques to help you to score more waves as you become a confident surfer. You will love 
those days in Fuerteventura.  
We have dinner together and watch the surf pictures to analyses your surf. 
 

 
 



DAY 5 
Surfing, but not only… 
 
After your breakfast, let’s have a yoga session! Yoga can bring you a lot as a preparation, as 
recovery, for the body and the mind. Then it's a free surfing session with the group and the 
training of "Wim Hoff" breathing training that involves holding your breath out of the water 
and then immersing yourself into a pool of cold water. You'll see, it's super interesting!  
Dinner is free, so go out and explore the surroundings or drink a Dorada or Tropical! 
 

 
 
DAY 6 – 7 
We keep on training and surfing ! 
 
After a good breakfast; you departure for your carver skate and surf coaching, and free surf 
sessions! Alex gives you good tips and you enjoy yourself. You spend the day at the beach 
and the ocean, and enjoy the lunck pack that we have prepared for you. On Friday evening, 
we spend the night together and watch your progresses on the surf pictures and we analyse 
what needs to be trained on the last day. 
On Friday, we have the last training and day together; you are at your best and you rock the 
surf spot! To thank the ocean for the happiness it transmits us, we organize a "beach 
cleaning" action. 
 

 
 
 
DAY 8 
 
Saturday is departure day, you enjoy your last breakfast and then start your journey back. If 
you want to stay longer on the island, we are happy to help you extending your an 
accommodation. 
 

 
 
 
Note ; we reserve us the right to reschedule the activities depending on the conditions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
PRICE 899 euros (par personne) INCLUDING :  
 

 7 nights accommodation in the surf house 

 7 breakfasts  

 6 delicious lunch boxes & water 

 3 dinners (1 BBQ) 

 5 surf coaching and dry coaching (see program) 

 5 carver training sessions 

 6 sessions of surf guiding (about 90 min. in the water) 

 The transfers for the coaching sessions and the surf guiding sessions 

 1 yoga session 
 
  
This price does not include : 

 Airplane tickets 

 Extra cost for a single room 

 Airport transfers 

 Travel and accident insurance 

 Extra activities such as massage, excursion 

 Surfboard rental 
 
If you travel to Fuerteventura before the start of the week, you can check in before at the surf 
house. You can also prolong the stay after the special training week. Get in touch with us ! 
 
 
Conditions of bookings 
 
 You need to be + 18 yo. 
 You need to be an intermediate/advanced surfer and send us pictures/video so that we can 

discuss about your application 
 You need to be in good physical health to follow an intensive coaching week 
 


